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The EPR Experiment:
A Prelude to Bohr’s Reply to EPR

Michael Dickson
History and Philosophy of Science

Indiana University

1 Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen’s argument

Bohr’s (1935) reply to Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen’s (EPR’s) (1935) argument for the

incompleteness of quantum theory is notoriously difficult to unravel. It is so difficult, in fact,

that over 60 years later, there remains important work to be done understanding it. Work

by Fine (1986), Beller and Fine (1994), and Beller (1999) goes a long way towards correcting

earlier misunderstandings of Bohr’s reply. This essay is intended as a contribution to the

program of getting to the truth of the matter, both historically and philosophically. In a

paper of this length, a full account of Bohr’s reply is impossible, and so I shall focus on one

issue where it seems further clarification is required, namely, Bohr’s attempt to illustrate

EPR’s argument by means of a thought experiment. In addition, I shall attempt to clarify a

few other points which, however minor, have apparently contributed to misunderstandings

of Bohr’s position. As the title of this paper suggests, an account of these few points does

not consitute an account of Bohr’s reply, but it is an important step in that direction.

I shall begin by raising several points about EPR’s argument, and especially their example

of particles correlated in position and momentum. Some of these points have not been

sufficiently noticed in the literature.

Let us begin with a standard, but incorrect, story about EPR’s argument. Two particles

are emitted from a common source, with momenta p and −p, respectively. For simplicity, we

assume that their masses are the same. Some time later, particle 1 encounters a measuring

device, which can measure either its position, or its momentum. If we measure its momentum

to be p, then we can immediately infer that the momentum of particle 2 is −p. If we measure

∗Thanks to audiences at Indiana University and HOPOS 2000 for comments on related talks. Thanks to
Arthur Fine for alerting me to some secondary literature. Thanks to Michael Friedman and Scott Tanona
for helpful discussions.



its position to be x, then (letting the source be at the origin) we can immediately infer the

position of particle 2 to be −x. Now, if we assume that the measurement on particle 1 in no

way influences the state of particle 2, then particle 2 must have had those properties all along,

because it could not obtain them merely as a result of the measurment on particle 1. But

quantum theory cannot represent particle 2 as having a definite position and momentum,

and therefore quantum theory is incomplete.

EPR do not make this argument. If they had, Bohr’s reply could have been quite short.

The short reply is to note that in order to make the requisite predictions, one must know

the precise position and momentum of the source. Consider, for example, that you have just

measured the momentum of particle 1 to be p. If you do not know the momentum of the

source, then in particular you do not know in which frame of reference to apply conservation

of momentum. (Above we assumed that the source is at rest relative to us, and so we infered

that particle 2 has momentum −p.) Similarly, consider that you have just measured the

position of particle 2 to be x. If you do not know the location of the source, then you cannot

say where particle 2 is. It is ‘the same distance from the source’ as particle 1, in the other

direction, but how far is particle 1 from the source? Unless you know where the source is,

you cannot answer this question.

But if you must know the precise position and momentum of the source in order to make

the inferences, then the uncertainty principle will always get in the way of EPR’s argument.

Suppose, for example, that you know the precise momentum of the source. Then you measure

the position of particle 1. The EPR criterion for physical reality says:

If, without in any way disturbing a system, we can predict with certainty. . . the

value of a physical quantity, then there exists an element of physical reality

corresponding to this physical quantity. (Einstein et al., 1935, p. 777)

But we cannot predict particle 2’s position with certainty, because we do not (and under the

circumstances, cannot) know where the source is.

Good thing, then, that the ‘standard story’ about EPR’s argument is wrong. We can

see immediately that something is wrong with it, because nowhere did that story mention

quantum theory, and yet EPR are very concerned to present their argument in quantum-

theoretic terms (as they should be). Indeed, the first part of their paper rehearses a number

of facts about the formalism of quantum theory, presumably so that they can present their

argument in a quantum-theoretic context (which is what they do).

EPR continue by considering a generic system of two particles and a pair of generic

(but non-commuting) observables on particle 1, A and B. EPR do not then write down a

generic version of the so-called ‘EPR state’. Instead, they merely point out that as a result
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of measuring A on particle 1, particle 2 may be left in one state—call it ψk(x2), as they

do—while as a result of measuring B on particle 1, particle 2 may be left in quite another

state—call it ϕr(x2), as they do.

At this stage of the argument, EPR might have pointed out that ψk and ϕr are eigen-

functions of some observables. Hence we would be able to predict, with certainty, the values

of two observables as a result of two different measurements (of A or B) on the first system.

One would then have to go on to show that those observables need not commute.

Instead of continuing with this generic case, however, EPR turn to a specific example,

using the position and momentum observables. Here they do add the idea that ψk and ϕr

can be eigenfunctions of position and momentum, respectively. To establish this claim, they

suppose that the total system prior to any measurements is in the state

ΨEPR(x1, x2) =
∫ ∞
−∞

e(2πi/h)(x1−x2+x0)pdp, (1)

where x0 is some constant. EPR then show that (1) is a state of perfect (anti-) correlation

between the positions and momenta of the two particles: measuring the momentum of par-

ticle 1 (hence collapsing the wavefunction for the compound system!) leaves particle 2 in the

relevant eigenstate of momentum, and likewise for position.

So why is the ‘standard story’ inconsistent with this account? We have already noted

that the ‘standard story’ is not quantum-mechanical, but the more important point for us

here is that EPR nowhere describe how the compound system is prepared, nor how it evolves

in time. Indeed, the notion of time never enters their discussion. The state ΨEPR—let us

call it the ‘EPR state’—is a ‘snapshot’ of the compound system at a time. Moreover, EPR

could not give us a dynamical description of the situation, because the EPR state cannot

be preserved under Hamiltonian evolution (unless we introduce an infinite potential, a point

that I will no longer bother to mention).

The reason is familiar, though not usually mentioned in this context. The support of

ΨEPR has measure 0 in configuration space: ΨEPR(x1, x2) is zero except when x2 − x1 = x0,

and so it is a line in the (two-dimensional) configuration space for the compound system.

Such a state necessarily spreads under the evolution induced by any Hamiltonian. (We are,

of course, ignoring the fact that the EPR state is not in L2(R2) in the first place. Neither

EPR nor Bohr seem to have been concerned about this point.)

Finally, note that there is no Hamiltonian evolution that can take a generic state Φ(x1, x2)

to the EPR state (no matter what Φ is). Only a ‘collapse’ of the wavefunction can produce

the EPR state. Hence we must imagine the EPR state to exist at and only at the moment

of preparation.

EPR’s argument, then, is based on such a state. They point out that upon measuring the
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position of particle 1, we can predict with certainty the position of particle 2, and likewise

for momentum. Of course, only one of the two measurements can be performed, which raises

the question whether some modal fallacy has been committed. After all, their argument

apparently takes the form:

1. Actually: position is measured for particle 1, and therefore (actually) particle 2 has a

definite position.

2. Possibly: momentum is measured for particle 2, and therefore (possibly) particle 2 has

a definite momentum

3. Therefore: particle 2 (possibly? actually?) has a definite position and a definite

momentm.

In this form, the argument is clearly fallacious (no matter which modal version of the con-

clusion you choose). Of course, the notion of ‘non-disturbance’ is supposed to help patch up

the argument: although the circumstances under which we can predict the value of particle

2’s position are incompatible with the circumstances under which we can predict the value

of particle 2’s momentum, the difference between these circumstances is supposed to make

no difference to particle 2.

Even with the help of some principle of non-disturbance, it is not clear, however, that

EPR’s argument works. Let us consider, first, a ‘weak principle of non-disturbance’:

Weak non-disturbance: if momentum is measured on particle 1 and (therefore,

by the criterion for physical reality) momentum is definite for particle 2, then:

had we not measured momentum on particle 1, particle 2 would still have had a

definite momentum (and likewise, substituting position for momentum).

This principle is, alas, not enough to get EPR’s conclusion. They need:

Strong non-disturbance: if momentum is measured on particle 1 and (there-

fore, by the criterion for physical reality) momentum is definite for particle 2,

then: had we not measured momentum on particle 1 but instead measured its

position, then particle 2 would still have had a definite momentum (and likewise,

switching position and momentum).

The weak principle does not entail the strong principle because it might be impossible (with-

out destroying essential features of the situation, in particular, our ability to infer proper-

ties of particle 2 from the results of measurements on particle 1) both to measure position

on particle 1 and for momentum to be definite for particle 2. (In terms of the ‘possible-

worlds’ semantics for counterfactuals: while the closest ‘momentum is not measured’-worlds
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to the ‘momentum is measured and is definite for particle 2’-worlds might all be ‘momen-

tum is definite for particle 2’-worlds, those closest worlds may not contain any ‘position is

measured’-worlds, so that the closest ‘momentum is not measured but position is’-worlds to

the ‘momentum is measured and is definite for particle 2’-worlds need not be ‘momentum is

definite for particle 2’-worlds. Now say that sentence three times fast.)

Bohr is sometimes understood to deny the strong principle by asserting that the act of

measuring position on particle 1 ‘disturbs’ in some strange ‘semantic’ (and non-local) way

the very possibility of particle 2’s having a definite momentum. Such a response is (rightly)

taken to be uninteresting philosophically. In a longer account of Bohr’s reply, I would argue

that while Bohr does deny the strong principle, he does so for more interesting reasons. Here,

however, I shall only make a few suggestions in that direction. The next section contains

several observations about EPR’s argument and Bohr’s reply. These remarks are intended

to clear the air of some minor criticisms of Bohr’s reply. In the subsequent section, I shall

discuss Bohr’s thought experiment and make some brief suggestions about how to understand

Bohr’s reply.

2 Some Clarifications

1. EPR speak in terms of a ‘contradiction’. Without calling into question Fine’s (1986)

logical analysis of EPR’s argument, we may note that they do speak of a ‘contradiction’

between their criterion of reality and the completeness of standard quantum theory. At the

end of the first section of their paper, Einstein et al. (1935) state their conclusion thus:

“We shall show, however, that this assumption [completeness], together with the criterion of

reality given above, leads to a contradiction”.

As Beller and Fine (1994) argue, Bohr had no problems with EPR’s criterion for physical

reality, nor with their account of completeness, together understood in a fairly conservative

sense (perhaps, in modern terms, as no more than the eigenstate-eigenvalue link). Hence

the idea that there might be a ‘contradiction’ between the criterion and completeness would

surely have worried Bohr, and would understandably be the focus of his reply. No wonder

Bohr’s rhetoric focused on ‘soundness’, ‘rationality’, ‘lack of contradiction’ and ‘consistency’

(cf. (Beller and Fine, 1994, pp. 3-4)). While we may endorse much of what Beller and Fine

(1994) assert to be at the heart of Bohr’s general concerns about consistency, the simple

explanation seems to be just that EPR do, at least at one point, state their conclusion in

terms of a contradiction, a contradiction that was (for reasons that Beller and Fine explore)

threatening to Bohr’s own position.
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2. The EPR argument focuses on the example. I mentioned above that EPR begin their

discussion in the abstract and could have finished it there, but they do not, instead resorting

to the example involving position and momentum. Bohr, too, focuses on the example.

Indeed, he takes the example to constitute the argument, writing that “[b]y means of an

interesting example, to which we shall return below, they [EPR] next proceed to show that

. . . [the] formalism [of quantum mechanics] is incomplete” (Bohr, 1935, p. 696). Nobody

involved in the debate seems to have thought that this focus on the example is unwarranted

or misleading. The point is important for two reasons.

First, it lends greater importance to a proper understanding of Bohr’s attempt to realize

the example in a thought experiment. From a contemporary standpoint, one might be

tempted to suppose that the real substance of the EPR argument, and of Bohr’s reply, is

(and was taken by them to be) in the more abstract discussions (for example, in the early

part of EPR’s paper and the mathematical footnote in Bohr’s reply). While these more

abstract discussions can provide important clues to understanding EPR and Bohr’s reply,

their mutual focus on the example of position and momentum suggests that we too focus on

that example in order to understand what is going on.

Second, the focus on the example is, in the end, unwarranted and misleading. Indeed,

from a contemporary standpoint, we can see that EPR chose a particularly unfortunate

example to make their point. As I shall emphasize again below, the main problem is that

position (unlike momentum) is not a conserved quantity, so that correlations in position will

in general not be maintained under free (or for that matter, almost any other) evolution.

Bohm’s (1951) reworking of EPR’s argument in terms of a new example (involving incom-

patible spin observables) fixes the problem (because spin is conserved), and it is unclear

whether Bohr’s reply could work in this case. (In any case, his thought experiment is mostly

irrelevant to the Bohmian example.)

3. The observables X1 −X2 and P1 + P2 can be determined simultaneously. EPR presume

that the total momentum (P1 +P2) and the distance between the particles (X1−X2) can be

known simultaneously. There is no obstacle in principle to obtaining such knowledge, since

the obervables in question are compatible (mutually commuting). Indeed, the EPR state is

a simultaneous eigenstate of both of these observables. (Again, we ignore the fact that plane

waves and delta functions are not, strictly speaking, states, i.e., not in L2(R2).)

But how might one actually prepare the EPR state, or more generally, how might one ac-

tually determine X1−X2 and P1+P2 simultaneously? That is, from a physical point of view,

why do these operators commute? Note first—and this point is crucial to an understanding

of Bohr’s reply—that Bohr insisted that neither position nor momentum observables have
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any clear physical meaning outside of the specification of some frame of reference. Bohr is

acutely aware of the role that reference frames play in relativity theory, and believes that

their role in the quantum theory is even more significant—well-specified frames of reference

are crucial to the very meaning of ‘spatial location’ and ‘momentum’. Bohr’s view seems

to have been that only prior to the discovery of the quantum theory, and specifically the

‘essential exchange of momentum’ involved in any interaction, could one dispense with the

insistence that reference frames are essentially involved in the very notion of ‘position’ and

‘momentum’. While a full analysis of Bohr’s position on this point (and most especially

of his understanding of the term ‘essential exchange of momentum’) is out of the question

here, it is worth noting that Bohr insisted upon the necessary role that well-defined reference

frames play in the very definition of the notion of position. He writes:

Wie von EINSTEIN betont, ist es ja eine für die ganze Relativitätstheorie grundle-

gende Annahme, daß jede Beobachtung schließlich auf ein Zusammentreffen von

Gegenstand und Meßkörper in demselben Raum-Zeitpunkt beruht und insofern

von dem Bezugssystem des Beobachters unabhängig definierbar ist. Nach det

Entdeckung des Wirkungsquantums wissen wir aber, daß das klassische Ideal bei

der Bescreibung atomarer Vorgänge nicht erreicht werden kann. Insbesondere

fürht jeder Versuch einer raum-zeitlichen Einordnung der Individuen einen Bruch

der Ursachenkette mit sich, indem er mit einem nicht zu vernachlässigenden Aus-

tausch von Impuls und Energie mit den zum Vergleich benutzten Maßstäben und

Uhren verbunden ist, dem keine Rechnung getragen werden kann, wenn diese

Meßmittel ihren Zweck erfüllen sollen.(Bohr, 1929, p. 485)1

Continuing this line of thought, in his reply to EPR (1935, p. 699), Bohr writes:

To measure the position of one of the particles can mean nothing else than to

1In (Bohr, 1934, pp. 97–98), the passage reads

As Einstein has emphasized, the assumption that any observation ultimately depends upon the
coincidence in space and time of the object and the means of observation and that, therefore,
any observation is definable independently of the reference system of the observer is, indeed,
fundamental for the whole theory of relativity. However, since the discovery of the quantum
of action, we know that the classical ideal cannot be attained in the description of atomic
phenomena. In particular, any attempt at an ordering in space-time leads to a break in the
causal chain, since such an attempt is bound up with an essential exchange of momentum and
energy between the individuals and measuring rods and clocks used for observation; and just this
exchange cannot be taken into account if the measuring instruments are to fulfil their purpose.

As Michael Friedman pointed out to me, the translation does not perfectly match the original. For example,
rather than “an essential exchange of momentum” one should probably say “a non-negligible [nicht zu
vernachlässigenden] exchange”. These subtle differences are important for a full understanding of Bohr’s
view and especially (perhaps) its development, but for our purposes here they are not crucial.
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establish a correlation between its behavior and some instrument rigidly fixed to

the support which defines the space frame of reference.

Bohr is careful to discuss position (and momentum) in these terms, not speaking of ‘the

position [or momentum]’ of a system, but its position relative to some other system. For

example, at p. 697 of his reply he speaks not of the uncertainty of the position of a particle,

but of ‘the uncertainty ∆q of the position of the particle relative to the diaphragm’. The

fact that not only position, but also uncertainty in position, must be discussed relative to

a physically defined reference frame indicates the extent to which, for Bohr, such reference

frames are involved in the very meaning of ‘position’.

These points are important, because failing to appreciate them fully, one can be too easily

persuaded that passages such as the one above indicate Bohr’s adherence to a rather strong

form of operationalism. He might, in other words, be suggesting that physical properties are

defined by the operations used to ‘measure’ them. But given the history of Bohr’s insistence

on the role of (physically specified) reference frames in quantum theory, we can just as well

(and indeed, I would argue, more fruitfully) read the passage above and others like it as

insisting that a well-defined frame of reference is crucially a part of the notion of position.

4. The observables X1−X2, P1 +P2, X1, and P1 are not mutually commuting. It is easy to

suppose that without losing our knowledge ofX1−X2 and P1+P2, we may go on to determine

either X1 or P1. (This mistake is all the easier if one conceives of the EPR experiment in

terms of the ‘standard story’ that I outlined above.) The following passage, for example,

seems to make this suggesstion:

EPR consider a composite system in a state where, at least for a moment, both

the relative position X1−X2 and the total momentum P1+P2 are co-measurable.

Moreover, in EPR both of these quantities are simultaneously determinable with

either the position or the momentum (not both) of particle 1. (Beller and Fine,

1994, p. 15)

However, X1 fails to commute with P1 + P2 and P1 fails to commute with X1 −X2. If the

EPR situation allowed us to co-determine both X1 −X2 and P1 + P2 with either X1 or P1,

then a great deal more than Bohr’s reply would be in jeopardy. If we are to determine X1,

then we must give up our knowledge of P1 +P2, and if we are to determine P1, we must give

up our knowledge of X1 −X2.

As Beller (1999, ch. 6) explains, the early Bohr was very concerned to explain why it

is not possible to observe simultaneous values for incompatible observables. I will suggest,

below, that Bohr’s reply to EPR continues this discussion, i.e., that he is, in part, attempting
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to explain why one cannot measure X1−X2, P1 +P2, and either of X1 or P1 simultaneously,

within the context of EPR’s example. (Here, then, is one sense in which Bohr’s reply involves

themes and argumentative strategies that he had already used in other cases.)

3 Bohr’s Thought Experiment

We are now in a position to assess the relevance of Bohr’s proposed thought experiment

to EPR’s argument. Bohr’s discussion begins with a rehearsal of two different sorts of

experiment. In the first, there is a screen with a single slit, “rigidly fixed to a support which

defines the space frame of reference” (1935, p. 697), and a particle is fired at the screen.

We assume that the particle’s initial momentum is well-defined. Bohr asks whether, after

preparing the particle in a state of well-defined position by passing it through the slit (and

thereby, according to de Broglie’s relation, rendering its momentum uncertain), we cannot

take into account the exchange of momentum between the particle and the apparatus, thereby

‘repairing’ the loss of initial certainty about the momentum. His answer is ‘no’, because the

exchange of momentum “pass[es] into this common support” which, because it defines the

space frame of reference, must be taken to be at rest, and so “we have thus voluntarily [by

fixing the initial screen to the support and taking that support to define the spatial reference

frame] cut ourselves off from any possibility of taking these reactions separately into account”

(ibid.). (Recall Bohr’s claim that “just this exchange cannot be taken into account if the

measuring instruments are to fulfill their purpose”, quoted above.)

If, on the other hand, we allow the initial screen to move freely relative to the support,

then we can indeed measure the exchange of momentum between the particle and the screen,

but in so doing, we necessarily lose whatever information we might previously have had about

the location of the initial screen relative to the support, and therefore passing the particle

through the slit is no longer a preparation of its position relative to the support:

In fact, even if we knew the position of the diaphragm relative to the space

frame [i.e., the ‘support’] before the first measurmeent of its momentum, and

even though its position after the last measurement [required to determine the

exchange of momentum] can be accurately fixed, we lose, on account of the

uncontrollable displacement of the diaphragm during each collision process with

the test bodies, the knowledge of its position when the particle passed through

the slit. (1935, p. 698)

Note that two measurements of the momentum of the screen are required (in addition to a

prior measurement of the momentum of the incident particle) in order to apply conservation
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of momentum to the total system, by which we can determine the momentum of the incident

particle after it has passed through the slit. Bohr claims that the second measurement of the

momentum of the screen disturbs its position relative to the support in an ‘uncontrollable’

way, thereby preventing us from determining its position (relative to the support) at the

moment that the particle passed through the slit.

My aim in making these observations is not to analyze Bohr’s claims in detail. Such an

analysis would include a deeper discussion of Bohr’s notion of a ‘reference frame’, and his

notion of ‘uncontrollable disturbance’, both of which are crucial to a complete understanding

of Bohr’s reply. The aim here, rather, is only to remind the reader of the broad outlines of

Bohr’s understanding of the uncertainty principle, and roughly how he defends that under-

standing by means of simple thought experiments. The main point is that Bohr believes that

the ‘uncontrollable exchange’ of momentum and energy between a measured system and a

measuring apparatus entails that those experimental situations that allow the determination

of a particle’s position relative to a given reference frame forbid the determination of its

(simultaneous) momentum relative to that frame, and similarly, those experimental situa-

tions that allow the determination of a particle’s momentum relative to a given frame—by

means of an application of conservation laws—forbid the determination of its (simultaneous)

position relative to that frame.

Let us turn, then, to Bohr’s realization of EPR’s particular case. He proposes a thought

experiment to prepare the EPR state, and to perform the relevant measurements, as follows:

The particular quantum-mechanical state of two free particles, for which they

[EPR] give an explicit mathematical expression, may be reproduced, at least in

principle, by a simple experimental arrangement, comprising a rigid diaphragm

with two parallel slits, which are very narrow compared with their separation,

and through each of which one particle with given initial momentum passes in-

dependently of the other. (Bohr, 1935, p. 699)

The arrangement as described thus far allows one to prepare the pair of particles in an

eigenstate of X1 −X2, the eigenvalue being, of course, the distance between the slits (x0 in

EPR’s notation). In order to determine P1 +P2, Bohr proposes the following (a continuation

of the quotation above):

If the momentum of this diaphragm is measured accurately before as well as after

the passing of the particles, we shall in fact know the sum of the components

perpendicular to the slits of the momenta of the two escaping particles, as well as

the difference of their initial positional coordinates in the same direction. (ibid.)
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Thus, at this point in the description of the thought experiment, we have determined (or

prepared) the values of X1 −X2 and P1 + P2 simultaneously.

The crucial question, now, is how one may go on to measure either X1 or P1, in order to

determine either X2 or P2. Concerning the measurement of X1, Bohr begins

[T]o measure the position of one of the particles can mean nothing else than to

establish a correlation between its behavior and some instrument rigidly fixed to

the support which defines the space frame of reference. Under the experimental

conditions described such a measurement will therefore also provide us with the

knowledge of the location, otherwise completely unknown, of the diaphragm with

repect to this space frame when the particles passed through the slits. Indeed,

only in this way we obtain a basis for conclusions about the initial position of

the other particle relative to the rest of the apparatus. (Bohr, 1935, p. 700)

Bohr has not yet arrived at his main point, but is here pointing out that, because the initial

screen must be allowed to move freely with respect to the support (so that conservation of

momentum can be applied to it plus the pair of particles), we do not know where it is relative

to the support until we measure the position of one of the particles (relative to the support).

After such a measurement, we can learn the position of the screen, because the particles

are located where the slits in the screen are located. And once we know where the screen

itself is in relation to the support, we can use our knowledge of X1 to infer the location of

the other particle, as Bohr says. Note, in particular, that Bohr nowhere supposes that the

measurement of the position of the particle disturbs the screen.

Bohr continues:

By allowing an essentially uncontrollable momentum to pass from the first parti-

cle into the mentioned support, however, we have by this procedure cut ourselves

off from any future possibility of applying the law of conservation of momentum

to the system consisting of the diaphragm and the two particles. (ibid.)

The consequence, as Bohr notes, is that in fact we lose the ability to predict the momentum of

the second particle, even if we were (counterfactually, of course) to measure the momentum of

the first particle. In the terms of the first section of this essay, Bohr has rejected ‘strong non-

disturbance’, more or less for the reason suggested there: a measurement of X1 necessarily

destroys an essential feature of the compound system prior to measurement, that feature

being the truth of the conditional: if we were to measure P1, then we could predict (with

certainty) P2. (A more complete analysis of Bohr’s position would require a longer discussion

of the logic of counterfactuals, which we cannot pursue here.)
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From this point of view, Beller and Fine’s (1994) complaints against Bohr’s thought

experiment are not quite right. They make two complaints. First, they are unhappy with

the fact that, in Bohr’s arrangement, “we have no choice but to measure X1 at the very

moment of passage of the two particles through the first diaphragm” (Beller and Fine, 1994,

p. 14). As I have already pointed out, however, there is really no choice. No quantum-

mechanical state can evolve into the EPR state, and the EPR state cannot be preserved by

any time evolution. Hence it can be the state of a system at, and only at, the moment of

preparation. We can hardly fault Bohr for this situation.

Their second complaint arises from the first. They rightly point out that Bohr does

not describe in any detail how the measurement of X1 is to occur. Indeed, straightforwrd

physical consideration of the situation seems to imply that any such measurement would

involve a disturbance of the diaphragm with the two slits—either indirectly (for how could

one interact with the particle without ‘touching’ the diaphragm?) or directly, by simply fixing

the diaphragm to the support. Beller and Fine appear to opt for the latter. After apparently

claiming (as I noted above) that EPR’s case allows for the simultaneous determination of

X1 −X2, P1 + P2 and either X1 or P1, they write:

Bohr’s double slit arrangement does not satisfy this requirement. In Bohr’s

example only one of X1 − X2 or P1 + P2 could be co-determined together with

the variable [X1 or P1] one chooses to measure on particle 1. Indeed, we actually

have to change the set-up of the two-slit diaphragm depending on whether we

intend to measure position or momentum on particle 1. In the first case the

two-slit diaphragm must be immovable; in the second case it must be moveable.

(1994, p. 15)

Mainly because of this situation, Beller and Fine refer to Bohr’s realization of EPR’s argu-

ment a “flawed assimilation of EPR to a double slit experiment” (ibid., p. 16).

I suggest an alternative account. According to this account, Bohr completely ignores

the fact—even if it follows from simple physical considerations—that a measurement of X1

implies either a disturbance of the diaphragm or that it is fixed to the support. Instead, he

is concerned to point out that a measurement of X1 involves an uncontrollable exchange of

momentum between particle 1 and the support that defines the space frame of reference, in

precisely the same way that it does in the simpler cases discussed prior to EPR. Hence the

momentum of particle 1 becomes undefined, and hence the total momentum (of the pair of

particles) becomes undefined. Or to put the point in more Bohrian terms: conservation of

momentum cannot be applied to the compound system, and therefore P1 + P2 is undefined,

because in order for it to be defined, we must be able to apply conservation of momentum

to the diaphragm plus the two particles.

12



At the very least, this account has the merit of following quite closely Bohr’s account of

the disturbance. He does not say that, in the measurement of X1, momentum is exchanged

between particle 1 and the diaphragm; nor does he ever suggest, in the EPR arrangement,

that the diaphragm is fixed to the support. Rather, he says that “momentum [passes] from

the first particle into the mentioned support” (Bohr, 1935, p. 700).

Similarly, in his account of what goes wrong when we measure P1, he claims that such a

measurement removes the possibility of determining the location of the diaphragm relative

to the support. He could have two arguments in mind. First, along lines suggested by

Beller and Fine, one might argue that any measurement of P1 must involve a disturbance of

(exchange of momentum with) the diaphragm, thereby disturbing its position relative to the

support, because the measurement of P1 must occur at the moment of preparation. Second,

along the lines that are suggested here, one might argue that since the arrangement requires

the diaphragm to move freely with respect to the support (lest we be unable to determine

P1 + P2), the only way to determine the location of the diaphragm relative to the support

would be to measure the position of one of the particles, relative to the support. But for

reasons that were discussed prior to the case of EPR, measuring P1 ‘cuts one off’ from the

possibility of determining particle 1’s (and therefore the diaphragm’s) position relative to

the support.

4 Bohm’s version of the argument

I finish with a brief comment regarding Bohm’s (1951) alternate realization of the EPR

state. The main point is that Bohm’s realization does not involve position and momentum,

but incompatible spin observables. There are two essential differences between this case and

Bohr’s (and EPR’s). First, spin observables, while in a sense dependent on the specification

of a spatial frame of reference (because we need to know which direction is, for example,

the ‘z’ direction), are not bound up as closely with the very notion of a frame of reference.

In particular, the sort of exchange that must occur between particle and apparatus in a

measurement of spin does not seem to involve a disturbance of the very reference frame

used to define the notion of ‘direction of spin’. Second, spin is a conserved quantity (unlike

position), so that the measurement of spin on one particle can be made long after the

preparation of the particles.

It remains to be seen whether a Bohrian response of the EPR argument can be worked

out in the case of spin. My suspicion is that the Bohrian response would at the least require

significant revision. As far as I am aware, Bohr never reacted, publicly or privately, to Bohm’s

proposed thought experiment. (And, of course, it is more or less Bohm’s version that was

13



eventually performed.) However, the investigation of these questions must be preceded by

a more complete account of Bohr’s reply to EPR, to which the remarks here are at best a

partial preface.
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Can Quantum-Mechanical Description of Physical Reality be Considered Complete' ?
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It is shown that a certain "criterion of physical reality" formulated in a recent article with
the above title by A. Einstein, B. Podolsky and N. Rosen contains an essential ambiguity
when it is applied to quantum phenomena. In this connection a viewpoint termed "comple-
mentarity" is explained from which quantum-mechanical description of physical phenomena
would seem to fulfill, within its scope, all rational demands of completeness.

N a recent article' under the above title A.
-- Einstein, B. Podolsky and N. Rosen have
presented arguments which lead them to answer
the question at issue in the negative. The trend
of their argumentation, however, does not seem
to me adequately to meet the actual situation
with which we are faced in atomic physics. I
shall therefore be glad to use this opportunity
to explain in somewhat greater detail a general
viewpoint, conveniently termed "complementar-
ity, " which I have indicated on various previous
occasions, ' and from which quantum mechanics
within its scope would appear as a completely
rational description of physical phenomena, such
as we meet in atomic processes.

The extent to which an unambiguous meaning
can be attributed to such an expression as
"physical reality" cannot of course be deduced
from a priori philosophical conceptions, but —as
the authors of the article cited themselves
emphasize —must be founded on a direct appeal
to experiments and measurements. For this
purpose they propose a "criterion of reality"
formulated as follows: "If, without in any way
disturbing a system, we can predict with cer-
tainty the value of a physical quantity, then
there exists an element of physical reality
corresponding to this physical quantity. " By
means of an interesting example, to which we
shall return below, they next proceed to show
that in quantum mechanics, just as .in classical
mechanics, it is possible under suitable conditions
to predict the value of any given variable
pertaining to the description of a mechanical
system from measurements performed entirely
on other systems which previously have been in

interaction with the system under investigation.
According to their criterion the authors therefore
want to ascribe an element of reality to each of
the quantities represented by such variables.
Since, moreover, it is a well-known feature of the
present formalism of quantum mechanics that
it is never possible, in the description of the
state of a mechanical system, to attach definite
valves to both of two canonically conjugate
variables, they consequently deem this formalism
to be incomplete, and express the belief that a
more satisfactory theory can be developed.

Such an argumentation, however, would
hardly seem suited to affect the soundness of
quantum-mechanical description, which is based
on a coherent mathematical formalism covering
automatically any procedure of measurement like
that indicated. * The apparent contradiction in

*The deductions contained in the article cited may in
this respect be considered as an immediate consequence
of the transformation theorems of quantum mechanics,
which perhaps more than any other feature of the for-
malism contribute to secure its mathematical complete-
ness and its rational correspondence with classical me-
chanics. In fact, it is always possible in the description of a
mechanical system, consisting of two partial systems (1)
and (2), interacting or not, to replace any two pairs of
canonically conjugate variables (q&p&), (q&p&) pertaining
to systems (1) and (2), respectively, and satisfying the
usual commutation rules

Pg)p)$ = (ogp2 j= ik/2m,
LglQ23 I P&P23 I Qlp2 j I o2pl j

by two pairs of new conjugate variables (Q&P&), (Q2P2)
related to the first variables by a simple orthogonal trans-
formation, corresponding to a rotation of angle 8 in the
planes (qgg2), (pgp2)

Qy = Qy cos 8 —Qp sin 8 P& = P& cos 8 —P2 sin 8
g2 Ql sin 8+Q2 cos 8 p2 ——P j sin 8+P2 cos 8.

Since these variables will satisfy analogous commutation
rules, in particular

|Q,P,j=ihi2, [Q,P,g=o

it follows that in the description of the state of the com-
bined system definite numerical values may not be as-
signed to both Q& and P&, but that we may clearly assign

96

. ' A. Einstein, B. Podolsky and N. Rosen, Phys. Rev. 4'F,
777 (1935).' Cf. N. Bohr, Atomic Theory and Description of Nature, I
(Cambridge, 1934),
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fact discloses only an essential inadequacy of the
customary viewpoint of natural philosophy for a
rational account of physical phenomena of the
type with which we are concerned in quantum
mechanics. Indeed the finite interaction between

object and measuring agencies conditioned by the
very existence of the quantum of action entai]s—because of the impossibility of controlling the
reaction of the object on the measuring instru-
ments if these are to serve their purpose —the
necessity of a final renunciation of the classical
ideal of causality and a radical revision of our
attitude towards the problem of physical reality.
In fact, as we shall see, a criterion of reality
like that proposed by the named authors con-
tains —however cautious its formulation may
appear —an essential ambiguity when it is ap-
plied to the actual problems with which we are
here concerned. In order to make the argument
to this end as clear as possible, I shall first
consider in some detail a few simple examples of
measuring arrangements.

Let us begin with the simple case of a particle
passing through a slit in a diaphragm, which

may form part of some more or less complicated
experimental arrangement. Even if the mo-
mentum of this particle is completely known
before it impinges on the diaphragm, the diffrac-
tion by the slit of the plane wave giving the
symbolic representation of its state will imply
an uncertainty in the momentum of the particle,
after it has passed the diaphragm, which is the
greater the narrower the slit. Now the width of
the slit, at any rate if it is still large compared
with the wave-length, may be taken as the
uncertainty hg of the position of the particle
relative to the diaphragm, in a direction perpen-
dicular to the slit. Moreover, it is simply seen
from de Broglie's relation between momentum
and wave-length that the uncertajnty AP of the
momentum of the particle in this direction is
correlated to hg by means of Heisenberg' s
general principle

such values to both Q~ and P2. In that case it further results
from the expressions of these variables in terms of (q~P~)
and (g2p2), namely

Qg =Qy cos 8+$2 sin 0, P2 ———p~ sin 8+p2 cos 8,

that a subsequent measurement of either q2 or p2 will allow
us to predict the value of g& or p& respectively.

which in the quantum-mechanical formalism is a
direct consequence of the commutation relation
for any pair of conjugate variables. Obviously
the uncertainty Ap is inseparably connected with
the possibility of an exchange of momentum be-
tween the particle and the diaphragm; and the
question of principal interest for our discussion
is now to what extent the momentum thus
exchanged can be taken into account in the
description of the phenomenon to be studied by
the experimental arrangement concerned, of
which the passing of the particle through the
slit may be considered as the initial stage.

Let us first assume that, corresponding to
usual experiments on the remarkable phenomena
of electron diffraction, the diaphragm, like the
other parts of the apparatus, —say a second
diaphragm . with several slits parallel to the
first and a photographic plate, —is rigidly fixed
to a support which defines the space frame of
reference. Then the momentum exchanged be-
tween the particle and the diaphragm will,
together with the reaction of the particle on the
other bodies, pass into this common support,
and we have thus voluntarily cut ourselves off
from any possibility of taking these reactions
separately into account in predictions regarding
the final result of the experiment, —say the posi-
tion of the spot produced by the particle on the
photographic plate. The impossibility of a closer
analysis of the reactions between the particle and
the measuring instrument is indeed no peculiarity
of the experimental procedure described, but is
rather an essential property of any arrangement
suited to the study of the phenomena of the type
concerned, where we have to do with a feature
of individuality completely foreign to classical
physics. In fact, any possibility of taking into
account the momentum exchanged between the
particle and the separate parts of the apparatus
would at once permit us to draw conclusions
regarding the "course" of such phenomena, —say
through what particular slit of the second
diaphragm the particle passes on its way to the
photographic plate —which would be quite in-

compatible with the fact that the probability of
the particle reaching a given element of area on
this plate is determiried not by the presence of
any particular slit, but by the positions of all

the slits of the second diaphragm within reach
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of the associated wave diffracted from the slit of
the first diaphragm.

By another experimental arrangement, where
the first diaphragm is not rigidly connected with
the other parts of the apparatus, it would at
least in principle* be possible to measure its
momentum with any desired accuracy before
and after the passage of the particle, and thus to
predict the momentum of the latter after it has
passed through the slit. In fact, such measure-
ments of momentum require only an unambigu-
ous application of the classical law of conservation
of momentum, applied for instance to a collision
process between the diaphragm and some test
body, the momentum of which is suitably con-
trolled before and after the collision. It is true
that such a control will essentially depend on an
examination of the space-time course of some
process to which the ideas of classical mechanics
can be applied; if, however, all spatial dimensions
and time intervals are taken sufficiently large,
this involves clearly no limitation as regards the
accurate control of the momentum of the test
bodies, but only a renunciation as regards the
accuracy of the control of their space-time coor-
dination. This last circumstance is in fact quite
analogous to the renunciation of the control of
the momentum of the fixed diaphragm in the
experimental arrangement discussed above, and
depends in the last resort on the claim of a purely
classical account of the measuring apparatus,
which implies the necessity of allowing a latitude
corresponding to the quantum-mechanical uncer-
tainty relations in our description of their be-
havior.

The principal difference between the two ex-
perimental arrangements under consideration is,
however, that in the arrangement suited for the
control of the momentum of the first diaphragm,
this body can no longer be used as a measuring
instrument for the same purpose as in the pre-
vious case, but must, as regards its position rela-
tive to the rest of the apparatus, be treated, like
the particle traversing the slit, as an object of

*The obvious impossibility of actually carrying out,
with the experimental technique at our disposal, such
measuring procedures as are discussed here and in the
following does clearly not affect the theoretical argument,
since the procedures in question are essentially equivalent
with atomic processes, like the Compton effect, where a
corresponding application of the conservation theorem of
momentum is well established.

investigation, in the sense that the quantum-
mechanical uncertainty relations regarding its
position and momentum must be taken explicitly
into account. In fact, even if we knew the posi-
tion of the diaphragm relative to the space frame
before the first measurement of its momentum,
and even though its position after the last meas-
urement can be accurately fixed, we lose, on
account of the uncontrollable displacement of
the diaphragm during each collision process with
the test bodies, the knowledge of its position
when the particle passed through the slit. The
whole arrangement is therefore obviously un-

suited to study the same kind of phenomena as
in the previous case. In particular it may be
shown that, if the momentum of the diaphragm
is measured with an accuracy sufficient for allow-

ing definite conclusions regarding the passage of
the particle through some selected slit of the
second diaphragm, then even the minimum un-

certainty of the position of the first diaphragm
compatible with such a knowledge will imply the
total wiping out of any interference effect—re-

garding the zones of permitted impact of the
particle on the photographic plate —to which the
presence of more than one slit in the second
diaphragm would give rise in case the positions
of all apparatus are fixed relative to each other.

In an arrangement suited for measurements of
the momentum of the first diaphragm, it is fur-

ther clear that even if we have measured this
momentum before the passage of the particle
through the slit, we are after this passage still
left with a, free choice whether we wish to know

the momentum of the particle or its initial posi-
tion relative to the rest of the apparatus. In
the first eventuality we need only to make a
second determination of the momentum of the
diaphragm, leaving unknown forever its exact
position when the particle passed. In the second

eventuality we need only to determine its
position relative to the space frame with the
inevitable loss of the knowledge of the mo-

mentum exchanged between the diaphragm and

the particle, If the diaphragm is sufficiently

massive in comparison with the particle, we may
even arrange the procedure of measurements in

such a way that the diaphragm after the first

determination of its momentum will remain at
rest in some unknown position relative to the
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other parts of the apparatus, and the subsequent
fixation of this position may therefore simply
consist in establishing a rigid connection between
the diaphragm and the common support.

My main purpose in repeating these simple,
and in substance well-known considerations, is

to emphasize that in the phenomena concerned
we are not dealing with an incomplete description
characterized by the arbitrary picking out of
different elements of physical reality at the cost
of sacrifying other such elements, but with a
rational discrimination between essentially differ-
ent experimental arrangements and procedures
which are suited either for an unambiguous use
of the idea of space location, or for a legitimate
application of the conservation theorem of mo-
mentum. Any remaining appearance of arbitrari-
ness concerns merely our freedom of handling the
measuring instruments, characteristic of the very
idea of experiment. In fact, the renunciation in

each experimental arrangement of the one or the
other of two aspects of the description of physical
phenomena, —the combination of which charac-
terizes the method of classical physics, and which
therefore in this sense may be considered as com-

p/emenfary to one another, —depends essentially
on the impossibility, in the field of quantum
theory, of accurately controlling the reaction of
the object on the measuring instruments, i.e. ,

the transfer of momentum in case of position
measurements, and the displacement in case of
momentum measurements. Just in this last re-

spect any comparison between quantum mechan-
ics and ordinary statistical mechanics, —however
useful it may be for the formal presentation of
the theory, —is essentially irrelevant. Indeed we
have in each experimental arrangement suited
for the study of proper quantum phenomena not
merely to do with an ignorance of the va]ue of
certain physical quantities, but with the impossi-
bility of defining these quantities in an unam-

biguous way.
The last remarks apply equally well to the

special problem treated by Einstein, Podolsky
and Rosen, which has been referred to above,
and which does not actually involve any greater
intricacies than the simple examples discussed
above. The particular quantum-mechanical state
of two free particles, for which they give an
explicit mathematical expression, may be repro-

duced, at least in principle, by a simple experi-
mental arrangement, comprising a rigid dia-
phragm with two parallel slits, which are very
narrow compared with their separation, and
through each of which one particle with given
initial momentum passes independently of the
other. If the momentum of this diaphragm is
measured accurately before as well as after the
passing of the particles, we shall in fact know
the sum of the components perpendicular to the
slits of the momenta of the two escaping particles,
as well as the difference of their initial positional
coordinates in the same direction; while of course
the conjugate quantities, i.e. , the difference of
the components of their momenta, and the sum
of their positional coordinates, are entirely
unknown. * In this arrangement, it is therefore
clear that a subsequent single measurement
either of the position or of the momentum of
one of the particles will automatically determine
the position or momentum, respectively, of the
other particle with any desired accuracy; at least
if the wave-length corresponding to the free
motion of each particle is su%ciently short
compared with the width of the slits. As pointed
out by the named authors, we are therefore
faced at this stage with a completely free choice
whether we want to determine the one or the
other of the latter quantities by a process which
does not directly interfere with the particle
concerned.

Like the above simple case of the choice
between the experimental procedures suited for
the prediction of the position or the momentum
of a single particle which has passed through a
slit in a diaphragm, we are, in the "freedom of
choice" offered by the last arrangement, just
concerned with a discrimination between digerenk
experimental procedures which allow of the unam
biguous use of complementary classical concepts
In fact to measure the position of one of the
particles can mean nothing else than to establish
a correlation between its behavior and some

* As will be seen, this description, apart from a trivial
normalizing factor, corresponds exactly to the transforma-
tion of variables described in the preceding footnote if
(q&p&), (q2p&) represent the positional coordinates and com-
ponents of momenta of the two particles and if 8= —m./4.
It may also be remarked that the wave function given by
formula (9) of the article cited corresponds to the special
choice of P2 =0 and the limiting case of two infinitely
narrow slits.
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instrument rigidly fixed to the support which
defines the space frame of reference. Under the
experimental conditions described such a meas-
urement will therefore also provide us with the
knowledge of the location, otherwise completely
unknown, of the diaphragm with respect to this
space frame when the particles passed through
the slits. Indeed, only in this way we obtain a
basis for conclusions about the initial position of
the other particle relative to the rest of the appa-
ratus. By allowing an essentially uncontrollable
momentum to pass from the first particle into
the mentioned support, however, we have by
this procedure cut ourselves off from any future
possibility of applying the law of conservation
of momentum to the system consisting of the
diaphragm and the two particles and therefore
have lost cur only basis for an unambiguous
application of the idea of momentum in pre-
dictions regarding the behavior of the second
particle. Conversely, if we choose to measure
the momentum of one of the particles, we lose
through the uncontrollable displacement inevi-
table in such a measurement any possibility of
deducing from the behavior of this particle the
position of the diaphragm relative to the rest of
the apparatus, and have thus no basis whatever
for predictions regarding the location of the
other particle.

From our point of view we now see that the
wording of the above-mentioned criterion of
physical reality proposed by Einstein, Podolsky
and Rosen contains an ambiguity as regards the
meaning of the expression "without in any way
disturbing a system. " Of course there is in a
case like that just considered no question of a
mechanical disturbance of the system under
investigation during the last critical stage of the
measuring procedure. But even at this stage
there is essentially the question of an influence
on the very conditions which define the possible
types of predictions regarding the future behavior

of the system. Since these conditions constitute
an inherent element of the description of any
phenomenon to which the term "physical reality"
can be properly attached, we see that the argu-
mentation of the mentioned authors does not
justify their conclusion that quantum-mechanical
description is essentially incomplete. On the con-
trary this description, as appears from the pre-

ceding discussion, may be characterized as a
rational utilization of all possibilities of unambig-
uous interpretation of measurements, compatible
with the finite and uncontrollable interaction
between the objects and the measuring instru-
ments in the field of quantum theory. In fact,
it is only the mutual exclusion of any two experi-
mental procedures, permitting the unambiguous
definition of complementary physical quantities,
which provides room for new physical laws, the
coexistence of which might at first sight appear
irreconcilable with the basic principles of science.
It is just this entirely new situation as regards
the description of physical phenomena, that the
notion of comp/ementarity aims at characterizing.

The experimental arrangements hitherto dis-
cussed present a special simplicity on account of
the secondary role which the idea of time plays
in the description of the phenomena in question.
It is true that we have freely made use of such
words as "before" and "after" implying time-
relationships; but in each case allowance must
be made for a certain inaccuracy, which is of
no importance, however, so long as the time
intervals concerned are sufficiently large com-
pared with the proper periods entering in the
closer analysis of the phenomenon 'under investi-
gation. As soon as we attempt a more accurate
time description of quantum phenomena, we
meet with well-known new paradoxes, for the
elucidation of which further features of the
interaction between the objects and the meas-
uring instruments must be taken into account.
In fact, in such phenomena we have no longer
to do with experimental arrangements consisting
of apparatus essentially at rest relative to one
another, but with arrangements containing mov-

ing parts, —like shutters before the slits of the
diaphragms, —controlled by mechanisms serving
as clocks. Besides the transfer of momentum,
discussed above, between the object and the
bodies defining the space frame, we shall there-
fore, in such arrangements, have to consider an
eventual exchange of energy between the object
and these clock-like mechanisms.

The decisive point as regards time measure-
ments in quantum theory is now completely
analogous to the argument concerning measure-
ments of positions outlined above. Just as the
transfer of momentum to the separate parts of
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the apparatus, —the knowledge of the relative
positions of which is required for the description
of the phenomenon, —has been seen to be entirely
uncontrollable, so the exchange of energy be-
tween the object and the various bodies, whose
relative motion must be known for the intended
use of the apparatus, will defy any closer
analysis. Indeed, it is excluded in princip/e to

control the energy @hick goesinto the clocks without

interfering essentially with their htse as time inCh

cators. This use in fact entirely relies on the
assumed possibility of accounting for the func-
tioning of each clock as well as for its eventual
comparison with other clocks on the basis of
the methods of classical physics. In this account
we must therefore obviously allow for a latitude
in the energy balance, corresponding to the quan-
tum-mechanical uncertainty relation for the con-
jugate time and energy variables. Just as in the
question discussed above of the mutually exclu-
sive character of any unambiguous use in quan-
tum theory of the concepts of position and
momentum, it is in the last resort this circum-
stance which entails the complementary relation-
ship between any detailed time account of atomic
phenomena on the one hand and the unclassical
features of intrinsic stability of atoms, disclosed
by the study of energy transfers in atomic reac-
tions on the other hand.

This necessity of discriminating in each ex-
perimental arrangement between those parts of
the physical system considered which are to be
treated as measuring instruments and those
which constitute the objects under investigation
may indeed be said to form a principal distinction
between classical and quantuns-mechanical descri p-
tion of physical phenomena It is tr. 'ue that the
place within each measuring procedure where this
discrimination is made is in both cases largely a
matter of convenience. While, however, in classi-
cal physics the distinction between object and
measuring agencies does not entail any difference
in the character of the description of the phe-
nomena concerned, its fundamental importance
in quantum theory, as we have seen, has its root
in the indispensable use of classical concepts in

the interpretation of all proper measurements,
even though the classical theories do not suffice
in accounting for the new types of regularities
with which we are concerned in atomic physics.

In accordance with this situation there can be no
question of any unambiguous interpretation of
the symbols of quantum mechanics other than
that embodied in the well-known rules which
allow to predict the results to be obtained by a
given experimental arrangement described in a
totally classical way, and which have found their
general expression through the transformation
theorems, already referred to. By securing its
proper correspondence with the classical theory,
these theorems exclude in particular any imag-
inable inconsistency in the quantum-mechanica'1
description, connected with a change of the place
where the discrimination is made between object
and measuring agencies. In fact it is an obvious
consequence of the above argumentation that in

each experimental arrangement and measuring
procedure we have only a free choice of this place
within a region where the quantum-mechanical
description of the process concerned is effectively
equivalent with the classical description.

Before concluding I should still like to empha-
size the bearing of the great lesson derived from
general relativity theory upon the question of
physical reality in the field of quantum theory.
In fact, notwithstanding all characteristic differ-
ences, the situations we are concerned with in
these generalizations of classical theory present
striking analogies which have often been noted.
Especially, the singular position of measuring
instruments in the account of quantum phe-
nomena, just discussed, appears closely analo-
gous to the well-known necessity in relativity
theory of upholding an ordinary description of
all measuring processes, including a sharp dis-
tinction between space and time coordinates,
although the very essence of this theory is the
establishment of new physical laws, in the
comprehension of which we must renounce the
customary separation of space and time ideas. *

* Just this circumstance, together with the relativistic
invariance of the uncertainty relations of quantum
mechanics, ensures the compatibility between the argu-
mentation outlined in the present article and all exigencies
of relativity theory. This question will be treated in greater
detail in a paper under preparation, where the writer will in
particular discuss a very interesting paradox suggested by
Einstein concerning the application of gravitation theory
to energy measurements, and the solution of which offers an
especially instructive illustration of the generality of the
argument of complementarity. On the same occasion a
more thorough discussion of space-time measurements in
quantum theory will be given with all necessary mathe-
matical developments and diagrams of experimental
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The dependence on the reference system, in
relativity theory, of all readings of scales and
clocks may even be compared with the essentially
uncontrollable exchange of momentum or energy
between the .objects of measurements and all
instruments dehning the space-time system of

arrangements, which had to be left out of this article,
where the main stress is laid on the dialectic aspect of the
question at issue.

reference, which in quantum theory confronts us
with the situation characterized by the notion of
complementarity. In fact this new feature of
natural philosophy means a radical revision of
our attitude as regards physical reality, which
may be paralleled with the fundamental modi6-
cation of all ideas regarding the absolute char-
acter of physical phenomena, brought about by
the general theory of relativity.


